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A short ramble on video games, war, and an obscure WWI-themed FPS.
~

A few weeks back, I came across this editorial in Kotaku by the always-insightful Leigh
Alexander. Like a lot of online opinion pieces, it's a bit of a ramble with a weak central
thesis (much like this response, come to think), but it did raise some interesting
questions.

  
To summarize quickly, the article is an informal commentary on how war is represented
in video games. Specifically, the article discusses the odd disconnect in contemporary
first-person shooters between the gritty verisimilitude of combat you find in
contemporary titles and the seeming unwillingness of said titles to really bring the
effects of war home to the player. It's a question that interested me for two reasons.

  
First of all, my video game habits have slanted me sharply towards FPSdom. I know
this makes me a troglodyte amongst my RPG-enjoying brethren at Ferretbrain, but I've
always felt that FPSes have certain advantages. If you're not a fan of wandering
through a gameworld for days, the average shooter lasts about 8-12 hours, meaning
you can get through the story in a few evenings. This brevity also means that the plot
of the game has to be kept moving, while the narrower focus means that the developer
can get more creative with things like level design and scripted scenes.

  
At the same time, though, I have a odd relationship to "war" as a whole. I have a bit of
a fascination with the various machinery of industrial war, and much of my reading
consists of accounts, fictional and otherwise, of people trying to determine just what
war means: how it fits in with human experience, what fuels it, its personal meaning to
the 20th century, and so on. This even seems to have filtered into my game choices;
the vast majority of my collection consists of games set in hyperbolic altered versions
of the 20th century, with almost no shooters of the "realistic" variety.

  
In other words, there was definitely much food for thought in that article. As I've tried
to formulate this article over the past month, three questions kept running through my
head:

  
1) Why do I like the games that I do?

  
2) Why do contemporary shooters have this disconnect between "reality" and
consequence?

  
3) Are there any games that avoid this disconnect?

  
Stop Having Fun, Guys

  
The answer to the first two questions can be found way back in Dan's oft-mentioned
article regarding the not-artiness of games. It's a simple enough point that Dan makes
that it should be reiterated here: the purpose of games is to entertain. To be fun, to
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appeal to our interests and engage our minds. I play the games I play because I like
alternate history, mid-20th century technology, and crazy awesome shit like phased
assassins and giant glowy machines.

  
There is a catch, however. In a fantasy, you can shoot however many magic Nazis or
time-shifting Soviet geper-spetsnaz you want and it won't really matter. It's not all that
different from all the ways writers and directors have exploited historical truths to
create charming pieces of fluff over the decades. It's all just make-believe for the sake
of entertainment. Complaining about the lack of historical accuracy in the latest
Wolfenstein installment is like complaining about the lack of same in the Indiana Jones
movies; given that both products are nothing more than amusing diversions, there's no
point in criticizing them for what they have no interest in bringing up.

  
Once you start trying to import "realism," then you have a problem. Of course,
"realism" is a wonderfully elastic concept in video game culture, so much so that the
term seems all but meaningless nowadays. In the context of the article above, though,
"realism" in a war-based FPS means creating a self-contained world that the player can
believe in. Building these worlds requires a multifaceted construction project on the
part of the developers, requiring careful consideration of level environments,
characters, plot lines, dialogue, and the like. Additionally, historical resources and
eyewitness accounts are often used to further add to the plausibility of the game world.

  
As part of this drive towards "realism," some games naturally try to get down into the
muck of their settings, to try to imagine wartime life in all its terrible glory. The former
Call of Duty developer Infinity Ward got this down to a science, with a mastery of
scripted scenes that rivals Valve Software's efforts. Certainly, when the first Modern
Warfare came out, all anyone could talk about was the visceral impact of the atomic
detonation that killed one of the player's characters.

  
But do games like this really "get" war? 
 
Now, war is many things to many people. While we all try to deny it, it is even "fun" in
some aspects. However, it is more that merely "fun." War is dull, terrifying, beautiful,
horrendous, tragic, glorious, and completely fucking insane, often all at the same time.
Libraries have been filled by people trying to capture the experience of war, and there's
no sign we're any closer to figuring out an answer now that we were when we started
beating each other with rocks.

  
But when you're making a video game, particularly a big-budget FPS for a Euro-
American release in 2010, making it a "fun game" is probably a much bigger concern
than plumbing the depths of humanity's oldest passion. It's not that video games (or
even FPSes, for that matter) are unable to illuminate and deal with these issues. It's
that they don't.

  
This, in a nutshell, is what irritates me the most about the Call of Duty and Modern
Warfare franchises. These series want to be these big, epic war movies of games, but
their attempts at making powerful statements on the nature of war always fall flat.
Modern Warfare 2 had the unmitigated gall to put the infamous "No Russian" level, a
ham-handed attempt to give the player a sense of what it would be like to murder
civilians, inside a technothriller wankfest of a plot that passes clean out of Tom Clancy
Country and lands smack in the middle of the powered-armored casual-nuclear-war
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madhouse that is Dale Brown. The Call of Duty games try similar tactics, but compared
to the great cauldron of human misery that was the Second World War, deciding
whether or not to execute some German POWs seems like a halfhearted, almost
cowardly way of depicting the horror of that conflict. If you want to show us the horrors
of war, why not go all the way? Why not take us for a stroll through Treblinka, or
Dresden after the Deluge? If you want to make us feel what it like to kill civilians, why
not not make us a member of Reserve Police Battalion 101, whose job was precisely
that?

  
Because it wouldn't be fun. Because it would make people upset. Because no one would
buy it.

  
Then again, with the sheer level of background noise, it'd be amazing if any message
filtered through to the player. These days, FPSes are a mediascape of sensory input,
with constant new objectives from mission control, achievements to unlock,
squadmates with backstory to exposit, bump mapping, volumetric shading, particle jets
of blood, and 5.1 sensurround. The contemplative mind is buried in waves of data to
process, interfering any thematic signals into white noise.

  
The Sheer Futility Of It All

  
At the end of the day, the great problem is the unwillingness of contemporary shooters
to comprehensively engage with war, to move beyond the instant gratification of
shooting enemies.

  
Fortunately, there's a few games out there that, despite their problems, make an
honest effort at grappling with war.

  
The obvious example is one that Ms. Alexander pointed to in an earlier article on
another website: the Metal Gear franchise. I'm not all that familiar with the franchise
beyond the basics, so I won't get into it in any great detail. However, I will say that the
games, particularly the later ones, have always been interested in interrogating the
motivations of their characters, investigating their attitudes and relationship to combat,
hypothesizing how war itself could change with the introduction of revolutionary
technologies, as well as exploring the long-pondered thought experiment "what
happens when you give an irate cosmonaut a flamethrower full of jet fuel?" Large parts
of them are very silly, of course, and they do get bogged down in exposition, but they
are fascinating experiences nonetheless.

  
For myself, there's one game in my collection that's always stood out in its evocation of
industrialized war. Entitled Iron Storm, it never sold well, and was full of little glitches
the developers (who were folding while the game was in the last stages of production)
were unable to fix, but it remains one of my absolute favorite games.

  
The game is set in an alternate history remix of WWI, now a conflict between a pan-
Occidental alliance and a Asiatic/Russian empire that has ground on for about fifty
years. You're thrown into the role of a Western commando sent out behind enemy lines
to destroy a enemy superweapon, but other than that the game largely leaves you
alone to make you way across the world, in the manner of the original Half-Life. As you
progress through the game, you begin to get a taste of how five decades of combat
have warped humanity. Both sides commit atrocities without much thought, though
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both prefer to keep their handiwork tucked in a corner. All the weaponry and vehicles
are big, crude, and heavy, and always seem about two decades out of date. NPCs are
blown into bits of crudely-rendered limbs and organs, a fate that somehow seems
worse then the arterial sprays we see nowadays. The player is routinely humiliated and
forced to murder innocents just to progress. Finally, at the end of the day, it's never
really certain if anything the player did actually mattered.

  
It is, in short, the vision of perpetual warfare Orwell gave us in Nineteen Eighty-Four.

  
Now, games don't have to follow these models down to a T, naturally. However, what
games like these show is that war is not just something you can rack up kills in, but
something that affects individuals and societies in countless unseen ways. They may
not do so with the deftness or subtlety of any of the great novelists (or even the not-
as-great-but-pretty-damn-good ones), but they at least try.

  
Which is more than can be said for their contemporaries.
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